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ABSTRACT
Motivated by the rapid emergence of programmable switches, programmable network interface cards, and software packet processing, this paper asks: given a network task (e.g., virtualization or
measurement) in a programmable network, should we implement it
at the network’s end hosts (the edge) or its switches (the core)? To
answer this question, we analyze a range of common network tasks
spanning virtualization, deep packet inspection, measurement, application acceleration, and resource management. We conclude that,
while the edge is better or even required for certain network tasks
(e.g., virtualization, deep packet inspection, and access control),
implementing other tasks (e.g., measurement, congestion control,
and scheduling) in the network’s core has significant benefits—
especially as we raise the bar for the performance we demand from
our networks.
More generally, we extract two primary properties that govern
where a network task should be implemented: (1) time scales, or how
quickly a task needs to respond to changes, and (2) data locality, or
the placement of tasks close to the data that they must access. For
instance, we find that the core is preferable when implementing
tasks that need to run at short time scales, e.g., detecting fleeting
and infrequent microbursts or rapid convergence to fair shares
in congestion control. Similarly, we observe that tasks should be
placed close to the state that they need to access, e.g., at the edge
for deep packet inspection that requires private keys, and in the
core for congestion control and measurement that needs to access
queue depth information at switches.
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INTRODUCTION

To keep pace with an ever-changing set of requirements, network
infrastructure has rapidly become programmable across the board:
from switches to network interface cards (NICs) to middleboxes.
For instance, many switch ASIC manufacturers have developed and
commercialized high-speed programmable switch ASICs [1–3, 5, 6,
8, 14]. There has also been a recent move towards programmable
NICs [7, 9, 13, 30]. Lastly, for some time now, there has been a rise
in software packet processing for implementing network functions
such as deep packet inspection and firewalls [31, 51, 56].
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Programmable networks can potentially benefit chip manufacturers, equipment vendors, and network operators. For a chip manufacturer such as Broadcom or Mellanox, programmable switch and
NIC ASICs simplify ASIC design and save hardware design costs.
They do so by promoting design reuse and amortizing hardware
design cost: a small set of repeatable and programmable hardware
primitives can replace a much larger number of individually designed features. Additionally, the same programmable ASIC can be
customized to different deployment scenarios. For an equipment
vendor such as Arista or Dell, programmability can be used to both
rapidly fix bugs in shipping switches and to add new features in
firmware without having to ask the chip manufacturer for new
hardware. These engineering benefits alone (design reuse, rapid
bug fixes, and the ability to reuse a single programmable ASIC)
make programmable networks compelling.
At the same time, while it is clear that programmability is useful
to both chip manufacturers and equipment vendors, it is still unclear
how programmable networks will affect network operators, e.g.,
Google, AT&T, or Microsoft. Recent academic and industrial work
has demonstrated several possibilities enabled by programmable
NICs [18, 26, 41, 43, 52] and programmable switches [19, 35, 36, 50,
54]. However, we still do not have the answer to a basic question: if
the entire network is programmable and a network operator is given a
network task such as network virtualization or measurement, should
the task run at the end hosts (the edge) or the switches (the core)?
In this paper, we address this question qualitatively by comparing two architectures for implementing network and application
tasks: (1) when both the edge (end hosts, NICs, virtual switches,
and middleboxes) and the core (switches, and routers) of a network
are programmable and (2) when only the edge is programmable. We
analyze the effectiveness of each architecture by considering several example tasks: network measurement, resource management
(flow scheduling, congestion control, load balancing, and active
queue management (AQM)), network virtualization, network security, deep packet inspection, and application acceleration (§2). If
a network task can be implemented at the edge without substantial drawbacks (e.g., inaccurate measurements, large processing
overheads), we prefer the edge. This is due to the edge’s relative
ease of programming and abundance of computation and storage
resources.
Our key findings are:
(1) Tasks that access state resident on the edge must run on the
edge out of necessity. One example is deep packet inspection
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(DPI) for spam filtering or worm detection. Here, if the payload is encrypted, the key to decrypt it is typically available
only at the edge.
(2) Similarly, tasks that access state stored in the core are more
efficiently implemented in the core. For example, measuring
the loss rate or queuing delay of a particular switch is more
effective when done directly on that switch, as compared to
inaccurate end-host approaches like network tomography
that incur overheads from pooling together many indirect
end-to-end measurements from across the network. Similarly, congestion-control algorithms like DCTCP [16] and
XCP [39] illustrate the benefit of direct and accurate congestion feedback from switches (which can directly access queue
size information) relative to inferring congestion from endto-end measurements of packet losses or round-trip times.
(3) Tasks that require large amounts of memory or computing
per packet (e.g., network virtualization [27, 29, 42]) can be
more easily implemented on the edge than the core. This
is because, relative to the core, the edge has more memory resources (DRAM vs. SRAM) and its packet processing
requirements are less demanding.
(4) Tasks that must run at very short timescales (e.g., measurement of datacenter microbursts, rapid convergence to
a flow’s fair rate allocation, and rapid load balancing in response to link/switch failures) need a programmable core. By
contrast, tasks that run over longer timescales (e.g., asymptotic TCP fairness guarantees, eventual detection of switch
hardware bugs, and long-term averages of queuing latency)
can be implemented using the edge alone. We believe that
understanding and improving network performance at short
timescales will be increasingly important as we move beyond improving average-case performance of a network to
improving performance at high percentiles.
(5) Offloading application tasks into the network [35, 36] has
benefits—but only in specific settings. While a few instances
of niche applications at a small scale can benefit from such
offloading, limited switch memory soon prevents multiple
applications from offloading tasks into the switch simultaneously.
Reflecting on the findings above, we observe that the placement
of a network task is influenced by two factors: (1) the state it needs
(e.g., DPI at the edge and measurement at the core) and (2) the
timescale at which it runs (e.g., switch bug detection at the edge
and microburst detection at the core). These two guidelines can help
network operators decide the right location for a network task in a
network with programmable switches. We hope our initial findings
prompt further research into defining a more comprehensive set of
guidelines and a precise taxonomy for determining where network
tasks should ideally be implemented in a programmable network.
Source code for the simulations used to generate this paper’s figures
is available at https://github.com/tem373/Network_Tomography_
Project.
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2 NETWORK TASKS: EDGE VS. CORE
2.1 Terminology and problem setup
For the purpose of this paper, the edge of the network refers to both
the first-hop network devices that applications use to connect to
the network (e.g., access routers, network interface cards, virtual
switches, and cellular base stations) and the devices at the boundary
between two autonomous systems (e.g., middleboxes and border
routers). Everything else (e.g., leaf, spine, and aggregation switches
and core routers), we consider part of the core. Our definition is
borrowed from CSFQ [60] and Fabric [24]. By this definition, a
packet can traverse multiple edges and cores on the path from its
source to its destination. Because of the widespread prevalence of
virtual switches that run on end-host hypervisors, we include the
end hosts themselves (e.g., laptops, servers, mobile phones, etc.) as
part of the edge.
An equivalent way to distinguish the edge and the core is based
on differences in implementation owing to the difference in forwarding rates. For any autonomous system, the number of edge
devices is typically much more than the number of core devices; so,
the throughput required for each edge device is relatively modest
compared to a core device. Hence, an edge device is predominantly
implemented using general-purpose software for flexibility—with
a small amount of additional hardware for improved speed, either
through programmable NICs [7, 9] or bump-in-the-wire FPGAs [30].
A core device is predominantly implemented using special-purpose
ASICs optimized for forwarding speed—with a small amount of
programmability to accommodate new requirements [1–3].
We also assume that the edge and the core are under the control
of a single administrative entity, e.g., (1) a datacenter network operator that controls both the servers (edge) and switches (core) within
the datacenter or (2) an Internet Service Provider that controls both
the border routers and middleboxes (edge) and core routers (core)
within a particular autonomous system. This paper only considers the technical problem of choosing between the edge and core
within a single administrative entity. Although equally important,
it does not consider the economic problem of compatibility between
different administrative entities.
We compare two network architectures: (1) an edge+core architecture in which all edges and cores can be programmed and (2)
an edge-only architecture in which only the edges of the network
are programmable, with the cores being fixed and responsible only
for best-effort packet forwarding. For the edge+core architecture,
we assume core programmability similar to recent hardware designs for programmable switches [21, 58, 59]. This programmability
permits limited transformations of packet headers (but not payloads) [21], manipulation of a limited amount of state during packet
processing [58], and programmable scheduling on a limited number
of active flows [59].
This is optimistic because programmable switches vary in their
capabilities and not all current programmable switches support all
of these capabilities. We adopted this approach because the hardware architectures and instruction sets of programmable switches
are in flux and will evolve to meet the needs of network operators.
For the edge, we assume relatively abundant availability of main
memory in DRAM and the ability for software packet processing
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(possibly augmented with some hardware such as programmable
NICs or FPGAs) to keep up with edge-device line rates.
We carry out our analysis by picking a set of commonly seen
network tasks, drawn from network measurement, resource management, network virtualization, deep packet inspection, and application acceleration. We then compare the two architectures above
in terms of whether they can implement each task effectively. If
programming the edge allows us to implement a task satisfactorily,
we prefer this because of the ease of programming the edge—even
if an implementation in the core might be slightly more efficient. In
other words, for each task, our goal is to understand whether the
task really requires a programmable core (and hence the edge+core
architecture) in order to be implemented effectively or whether an
edge-only architecture suffices.
For simplicity, we focus on implementing a task exclusively at
either the edge or the core, without allowing for the possibility of
splitting the same task across the edge and the core. While this
simplifies our analysis, it does not meaningfully change our conclusions. Some tasks may be complex enough to warrant splitting the
task across both the edge and the core. In such cases, we could break
up these tasks into sub tasks and then decide whether each sub task
should run exclusively on the edge or the core. Our analysis is still
applicable to the constituent sub tasks.

2.2

Measurement

We start with the problem of network measurement using an edgeonly architecture vs. an edge+core architecture. We proceed gradually, starting with measurement tasks that can be readily implemented using an edge-only architecture. We then discuss measurement tasks where much can be gained from implementing them in
the core.
As an example of a measurement task that can be implemented
using an edge-only architecture, consider the problem of detecting
switch-silent packet drops tackled by Pingmesh [33] and Everflow [64]. These are switch packet drops that leave no trace on the
switch, i.e., the loss counter on the switch doesn’t log them. They
typically arise due to hardware or firmware bugs, e.g., a corrupted
TCAM entry in an IP lookup table might cause a black hole. These
drops are long-lived, lasting until the faulty switch is rebooted or
replaced. Setting up a mesh of infrequent server-to-server probes
(e.g., Pingmesh issues at most one probe every 10 seconds between
any server pair) suffices to localize the faulty switch, assuming that
detection times on the order of minutes are acceptable.
While edge-only solutions like Pingmesh work for timescales
on the order of a few minutes, they are insufficient for shorter
timescales. The shorter the timescale of measurement, the stronger
the case for implementing measurement within the network’s core.
For instance, consider the problem of measuring the packet loss
rate or the queuing delay distribution of a switch deep inside the
network. For distributions and loss rates that do not change over
an extended period of time, this problem can be solved using the
edge-only approach of network tomography, which analyzes endto-end measurements of losses [22] or delays [53] to indirectly infer
link-level loss rates or delay distributions.
However, tomography has three drawbacks relative to direct innetwork measurement at programmable switches. First, it requires
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additional multicast or unicast probes to continuously transit the
queues being measured; if switches treat these probes differently
from data packets, the results from tomography could be misleading. Second, the link capacity consumed by these probes is directly
proportional to the measurement frequency. Third, the number
of samples required to estimate quantities to a certain accuracy
is higher using tomography relative to in-network measurement
because of the indirect nature of inference in tomography. This
implies that tomography cannot effectively estimate rapidly changing loss rates or delay distributions because the loss rate or delay
distribution may have changed before sufficient number of samples
have been collected and analyzed.
We illustrate the third drawback using a simulation on a binary
tree network topology of depth 5. We compare loss tomography [22]
against in-network loss estimation (i.e., dividing the number of lost
packets by the total number of packets on each link) for a range
of sample sizes measured in packets. We assume Bernoulli losses
with probabilities 1% and 30%. While 30% is high when averaged
over a long time period, losses in many datacenters tend to occur
in microbursts [63]. A microburst is a very short period of time (10–
100 microseconds) with a surge in link utilization and hence queue
size and packet drops. Microbursts are characterized by large loss
rates over short intervals separated by large periods with very low
loss rates. Thus, such temporarily high loss rates are conceivable as
we reduce the timescale of measurements and attempt to measure
the loss rate within a microburst.
Figure 1 shows the error rates of both tomography and innetwork loss estimation when the number of samples is varied.
Each data point is an average of 100 trials. The error rates of both
approaches increases when the number of samples is decreased,
but the in-network approach has lower errors, especially when
the loss rate is high (30%). When the loss rate is low (1%), the errors of both schemes are comparable. However, as the number of
samples reduces, tomography has to discard several trials because
there are not enough packet drops in these trials to meaningfully
run inference; this manifests itself as a larger confidence interval.
The benefits of in-network estimation relative to tomography are
more pronounced when the losses are drawn from a bursty loss
process [4] instead of a Bernoulli process. In summary, tomography
is well-suited to measuring non-bursty and low loss rates over a
long time interval, but not bursts of high loss rates over a short
time interval, i.e., microbursts.
Measurements at short timescales are increasingly important
as our goal shifts from average performance (e.g., throughput) to
tail performance (e.g., tail flow completion time [62]). For instance,
microbursts temporarily increase queuing delay and cause packet
drops, both of which hurt tail flow completion time. Similarly, measurements of queue depths at short timescales help us determine if
load balancing at short timescales is effective. For instance, if the
queue on one leaf-to-spine link is much longer than that on another
leaf-to-spine link even for a small duration of time, it means that
load balancing isn’t very effective, which results in increased tail
flow completion time.
We note that programming measurement tasks on a switch is
limited by on-chip memory. Hence, storing fine-grained measurements (e.g., at the level of 5-tuples) can be challenging. Approaches
like Marple [49] that split the measurement task between scarce
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Figure 1: In-network loss measurement has lower errors than tomography.
on-chip switch SRAM and abundant off-chip DRAM address this
problem; however, only specific classes of measurement operations
can be implemented in this split fashion. In general, the operator
should be aware of whether the switch memory can accommodate the working set of flows being measured. In environments
like datacenters, this working set is small and can fit into on-chip
memory [20]. In others, such as a core router [12], this may not be
possible and approaches like Marple might be necessary.

2.3

Resource management

We now consider the problem of resource management: allocating
the capacity of a network’s resources (e.g., link capacity or buffer
space) to competing entities. We use the term resource management
to unify different network tasks that ultimately have the same end
goal of dividing up a scarce resource: congestion control, packet
scheduling, data-plane load balancing, and buffer management
algorithms.
Resource management can benefit considerably from an
edge+core architecture. For instance, DCTCP [16] provides substantially reduced queuing latency relative to TCP New Reno (an edgeonly approach) by using explicit congestion notification (ECN) support in switches to signal congestion to end hosts much before packets start getting dropped. pFabric [17] makes use of fine-grained
priority scheduling in switches to provide lower flow completion
times relative to DCTCP. NUMFabric [48] and PERC [37] provide
much faster convergence of flows to their fair rate allocations by
leveraging programmable switches. Several other resource management algorithms that need switch support are also enabled by an
edge+core architecture (e.g., DeTail [62], XCP [39], and RCP [61]).
Similar to measurement inside the core of the network, resource
management algorithms that exploit core programmability will become increasingly relevant as we demand more from our networks,
by pushing networks to have higher utilization and by optimizing
for tail statistics (e.g., tail flow completion time) instead of averagecase performance.
Resource management algorithms with in-network components
perform better relative to their edge-only counterparts because they
ACM SIGCOMM Computer Communication Review

are able to take advantage of explicit feedback on the extent of congestion in the network rather than indirectly inferring congestion
from end-to-end measurements. For instance, XCP and RCP both
use multi-bit signals to signal congestion from the core to the end
hosts. Similarly, DCTCP uses a single-bit ECN mark. By contrast,
algorithms in an edge-only architecture have to implicitly infer
congestion at a particular switch by using the loss of a packet [34],
changes in end-to-end round-trip time [47], or changes in received
rate [23].
Implementing resource management algorithms on switches
also faces some challenges. Algorithms that do not maintain perflow state (e.g., XCP) are considerably easier to implement because
of their less demanding memory requirements. However, some of
these algorithms require floating point operations (e.g., XCP), which
are not yet supported in their most general form on programmable
switches. Algorithms that do require per-flow state on switches
(e.g., WFQ [28]) are constrained by the limited number of active
flows supported by programmable schedulers [59]. Approaches
that approximate floating point operations on switches [54] or
approximate programmable scheduling using a small number of
fixed queues [55] hold considerable promise until the instruction
sets of these switches become more powerful.

2.4

Deep packet inspection

Deep packet inspection like spam filtering and worm detection
needs to access the payloads of packets. Such tasks need to run
at the edge for two reasons. First, the payload may be encrypted
and only an end host might possess the key to decrypt it. Second,
extracting and processing the payload is a much more demanding
operation than packet header processing, especially at an aggregate
forwarding rate of a few Tbit/s. Hence, programmable switches
typically don’t support payload inspection or modification [21].1

1 Approaches

based on homomorphic encryption suffer from low throughput (less
than 200 Mbit/s currently [57]). This throughput suffices for some middleboxes at the
edge (e.g., intrusion detection), but it is far too slow for the core.
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2.5

Network security

We now consider defending against attacks on network resources
of an end host’s networking stack. One example is the Slowloris
attack. Here, an attacker opens several TCP connections to a victim
and transfers little to no data on each connection. In the process,
the attacker exhausts the victim’s limit on the number of concurrent connections. The TCP SYN flood attack similarly exhausts
the victim’s limit on the number of half-open TCP connections.
In the examples above, the definition of an attack is applicationdependent: many web sites legitimately require a browser to open
several concurrent connections that each transfer a small amount
of data. As a consequence, the defenses are also typically deployed
at the end hosts themselves (e.g., SYN cookies [11]). In summary,
when the resource being attacked is a resource within the end-host’s
networking stack, the defense is best left to the end-host/edge.

2.6

Network virtualization

Network virtualization [27, 29, 42] is the ability to provide independent tenants in a multi-tenant datacenter the illusion that their
VMs are running on their own dedicated network, similar to an onpremise network. Network virtualization, as NVP [42], VFP [29],
and Andromeda [27] show, can be implemented using a virtual
switch such as Open vSwitch running on the hypervisor of each
server. This virtual switch enforces per-tenant policies using a logical packet-forwarding pipeline and carries out all required packet
transformations in the virtual switch. Finally, the packet is forwarded to its destination hypervisor using tunnels that have been
setup between every pair of hypervisors. The core of the network
is thus restricted to IP forwarding, while all of the network virtualization logic itself resides on the edge’s virtual switches. As
Andromeda [27] observes, this approach is preferable to implementing virtualization in the core because the availability of relatively
abundant CPU memory on the edge allows it to easily scale to a
large number of virtual networks.

2.7

Application acceleration

A few recent projects [35, 36] offload application tasks onto Barefoot
Networks’ programmable Tofino switching chip. These projects
demonstrate that significant performance benefits can be realized by
moving application tasks onto a programmable switching chip. For
concreteness, we discuss two projects that have mature implementations with conclusive performance benefits: NetCache [36] (a loadbalancing cache implemented on a single switch) and NetChain [35]
(a fault-tolerant lock service implemented on a set of switches). Despite their clear performance benefits, NetCache and NetChain both
have a few shortcomings, which makes the role of a programmable
core in general-purpose application acceleration unclear. We discuss these shortcomings below.
First, both NetCache and NetChain are restricted to niche functionality. NetCache [36] provides a cache with around a 50% hit
rate. This hit rate is sufficient for balancing load on backend servers,
but not as a general-purpose cache, which typically supports hit
rates around 90%. The lower hit rate is a result of limitations on
the amount of switch memory. NetChain [35] implements a faulttolerant key-value store on switches. The number of entries in this
key-value store is limited by on-chip switch memory. The size of
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the values in the key-value store is limited to a few hundred bytes
due to limitations on how much data the switch can process every
clock cycle. As a result, NetChain is good for applications that store
a small number of keys with a small value size (e.g., a lock service),
but its general applicability is unclear.
Second, in a setting where different applications share the programmable memory of a switch, this memory will become a scarce
resource. This problem becomes even worse under two conditions:
(1) increasing single-switch port counts that allow more servers
(and thus applications) to reside under the same switch and (2) as
we go up the layers from leaf to spine to aggregation in a datacenter
network. Unlike network tasks (e.g., resource management) that
are broadly useful to several applications, application tasks are by
definition only useful to specific applications. Consuming switch
memory for application tasks, at the cost of reduced memory for
network tasks is the wrong architectural choice. There are settings
that might permit this (e.g., when the routing tables are small), but
again the general applicability is unclear.
Third, at this point, NetCache [36] is limited in scale to a single
rack. NetChain [35] is limited to a few racks. In both cases, it is
currently unclear how the systems can scale to larger sizes spanning an entire datacenter given the limited processing and storage
resources on a switch.
As an aside, NetCache and NetChain show that a switching
ASIC can be a hardware accelerator for niche domains (high communication and low computation needs [35]) beyond networking—
reminiscent of the early days of GPGPU computing. However, if this
is the intent, to maximize performance, the switching ASIC should
ideally be integrated with the server CPU on the same motherboard.
If that happens, we would then classify the switching ASIC as a
hardware accelerator that is part of the edge, much the same way
as an FPGA, GPU, or Tensor Processing Unit [38] that is closely
integrated with a server machine.

3

ALTERNATIVE ARCHITECTURES

The edge-only and edge+core architectures are two points on a
spectrum of architectures. Here, we briefly consider some alternatives to the edge-only and edge+core architectures, showing how
they don’t change our basic conclusions from the previous section.

3.1

Universal architectures

There are hybrid architectures that combine edge-only programmability with a smarter, but fixed, core. These architectures augment
the best-effort packet forwarding capability of the network’s core
with a small set of fixed, universal data-plane features to provide
flexibility using just edge or control-plane programmability. Two
examples are (1) universal packet scheduling (UPS) [46], a universal
scheduler to emulate other schedulers, and (2) UnivMon [45], a
universal sketch for several measurement questions.
This hybrid approach would be highly desirable if there was a
small set of universal features that provided sufficient expressive
power using edge programmability alone, justifying the hardening
of these universal features in switch silicon. This would provide a
preferable alternative to designing programmable switches. However, current results on such hybrid architectures (UPS and UnivMon) suggest that they do not yet provide sufficient expressive
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power. Furthermore, they only apply to specific domains such as
packet scheduling and measurement.
Even within the space of scheduling and measurement for which
UPS and UnivMon are designed respectively, UPS and UnivMon
fall short. The universality of UPS has only been demonstrated in
theory under two very strong conditions: (1) the UPS scheduler
needs upfront access to the entire trace of scheduled packets of the
scheduler it is trying to emulate and (2) there can be at most two
bottleneck queues in the network. In practice, the space of scheduling algorithms that UPS can emulate is further limited relative to
what the theory predicts. For instance, UPS cannot emulate traffic
shaping and hierarchical schedulers. These limitations are a direct
consequence of UPS assuming a non-programmable core and do
not reflect a limitation of the UPS algorithm itself. In the case of
UnivMon, the use of sketches limits UnivMon to count/volumebased statistics alone. For instance, UnivMon cannot be used to
maintain an exponentially weighted moving average or count the
number of packets in a TCP flow that were received out-of-order.
It is possible that a universal switch mechanism will be discovered, obviating the need for switch programmability. For now,
however, such a “silver bullet” feature set covering a broad variety of network tasks remains elusive. Further, the list of demands
on switches is on the upswing (e.g., new tunneling formats [10]
or new measurement support [40]). When demands—and hence
switch features—are in flux, programmability tackles change head
on and provides a higher degree of future proofness than universal
mechanisms.

3.2

Other architectures

DumbNet [44] is a network architecture that employs simple stateless switches and moves management complexity to end hosts. End
hosts use source routing to route packets by providing a list of tags
in each packet that directly identify output ports at each switch
without the need for any lookups. A minimal switch simplifies management, but it gives up significant performance and monitoring
benefits, as we have shown earlier (§2).
Some network architectures [25, 32] advocate the use of programmable SmartNICs to provide a programmable network.2 We
view the rise of SmartNICs [7, 9, 30] as complementary and beneficial to our view of leveraging programmability in both the edge and
the core. Within our terminology, SmartNICs are part of the edge
and provide a way to scale up edge packet processing as we move
to NIC speeds of 100 and 400 Gbit/s, while still providing flexibility.
However, SmartNICs alone are insufficient for all network tasks:
as §2 shows, there are benefits to having a programmable core in
addition to a programmable edge.

4

GUIDELINES FOR PLACING TASKS

We now take a step back from our specific examples in §2 and attempt to extract guidelines that govern where (edge vs. core) a network task should be placed. The first guideline is that of timescales.
When the timescale of the network task is long (e.g., eventual detection of a switch hardware bug [33], long-term fairness across
2 Both

papers also include some discussion about offloading functionality to programmable switches. However, the discussion in both papers largely focuses on
SmartNICs.
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flows [34], and long-term measurements of steady-state delay distributions or loss rates [22, 53]), an edge-only architecture suffices.
When the timescales are short (e.g., fine-grained load balancing [15],
rapid convergence of a flow to its fair rate [37], and detection of
fleeting microbursts [63]), an edge+core architecture has significant
benefits.
The second guideline is that of locality: functionality should be
implemented closest to the state that it needs. We see this in the
case of deep packet inspection tasks running at the edge and in the
case of congestion control and measurement tasks running at the
core. In each example, the task is implemented at the location where
the state required for the task is actually available (i.e., decryption
keys at the edge and queue depth information in the core).

5

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

At the beginning, we sought to answer the question: if the network
is fully programmable, given a network task, where should it be
implemented? By analyzing several common network tasks, we
arrived at two guidelines that govern where a network task should
be implemented: the time scale at which the task runs and what
data the task needs to read and/or write.
We hope this paper is just the beginning of a broader conversation around developing a taxonomy of network tasks based on
where in a programmable network (edge vs. core) they should be
implemented. Ideally, we would have a theory of network task
placement that, given an unambiguous specification of a network
task, would accurately tell us where the network task should be
implemented. We are far from such a theory, but our qualitative
analysis suggests that there might be general task properties (like
time scales and locality)—which transcend specific example tasks—
that govern where in the network a task should be implemented.
Developing such a theory is an interesting area of future work
that has both intellectual and practical value. Intellectually, such a
theory might allow us to precisely understand both the inherent nature of network tasks and innate differences between different tasks.
Practically, such a theory might allow a compiler to automatically
translate from a specification of the network task to an implementation at the appropriate network location predicted by the theory.
We hope this paper and its results initiate a more quantitative and
formal investigation into a theory of network architecture (i.e.,
what task should run where) for programmable networks.
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